FORENSIC AND LITIGATION SERVICES

WE DELIVER THE
EXPERTISE YOU NEED,
EXACTLY WHEN YOU
NEED IT.

SIMPLIFYING EVEN THE MOST
COMPLEX FINANCIAL ISSUES.
Litigators turn to Anders to measure economic damages. Outside legal counsel turns to
us when they suspect wrongdoing and need forensic investigation. Family lawyers look
to us to trace assets in divorces. And business owners and individuals look to us when
they want clear-cut, honest guidance on the value of their companies.
Why? Because they know they can trust our expert, in-depth analysis to provide the insight they need to overcome anything.
No matter what challenges you are facing, you can trust the area’s most experienced forensic, litigation and financial team.
Whether delivering an expert testimony in court or providing vital research behind the scenes, Anders is always working for you.

WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU
LITIGATION AND DISPUTE SERVICES

FRAUD AND FORENSIC ACCOUNTING

Our professionals assist litigants and their legal counsel by

Anders can help you uncover fraud and then put controls in

analyzing the accounting, economic, and financial issues

place so it won’t happen again. We take a unique, phased

at the center of the commercial dispute. We serve in the

approach that includes employee interviews and reviews

capacity of privileged consulting experts, testifying expert

of financial data and electronic correspondence. Our

witnesses, arbitrators, and court-appointed or independent

sophisticated techniques allow us to analyze large amounts of

experts.

data to spot anomalies and questionable trends. We are there

Everything we do is based on our in-depth understanding of
the litigation process, from discovery through depositions and

to defend your brand and your reputation - now and for the
future.

courtroom testimony.
We work with clients in cases of:

Our key services Include:

• Breach of Contract

• Lost Profits

Investigations

• Breach of Fiduciary Duty

• Marital Dissolution
Services

• Conflicts of Interest
• Embezzlement

• Money Laundering

• Non-solicitation
Agreements

• Employee Fraud/Asset
Misappropriation

• Suspicious Transactions

• Post-acquistion Disputes

• Financial Reporting
Fraud

• Business Interruption
• Corporate Representative
Testimony
• Covenants Not
to Compete
• Damage Quantification
and Measurement
• FINRA Arbitration
• Intellectual Property
Disputes
• Loss of Business Value

• Professional
Malpractice Defense
• Trade Secret Violations

• Forensic Dispute

Services

• White Collar Crime
• Whistleblower
Accusations

Corporate Compliance, Anti-Fraud Services
• Ethical Policies
and Training
• Fraud Risk Management
Policy Implementation

• Internal Control
Assessments, Monitoring
and Improvements

Anders provides the deep analysis and expert guidance you require.

BUSINESS VALUATION

MARITAL DISSOLUTION SERVICES

If you are buying or selling a business – or settling a dispute

The family law experts at Anders can assist clients and their

– one of the first key steps is determining and understanding
real value. Of course, there are many internal and external
factors involved. Our team will take a careful, measured
approach to determining real value – an approach that will
ensure the utmost accuracy, while allowing us to be both
sensitive and responsive to your needs.
Representative service offerings include:
Tax
• Charitable contributions
• Conversation from
C-corp to S-corp

• Estate Tax Planning
and Compliance
• Gift Tax Planning
and Compliance

Financial Reporting
• Goodwill Impairment
Analysis

• Purchase Price Allocation

attorneys with all financial aspects of a divorce proceeding.
From the beginning, we take a holistic approach to each case,
drawing on our complete understanding of the many financial
dimensions of post-divorce life. We provide indispensable
advice on the short and long-term impacts of any proposed
settlements.
We can assist you with:
• Asset Tracing
• Business Valuations
• Lifestyle Analysis
• Post-divorce Financial
and Tax Planning
• QDRO Analysis

• Stock Option and
Retirement Plan Analysis
• Structuring Equitable
Property Settlements
• Tax Impact of
Maintenance and
Cash Flow Analysis

Business Planning and Structure
• Bankruptcy and
Reorganization

• Insurance of Stock
Options (409A)

• Buy/Sell Agreements

• Merger, Acquisitions
and Divestitures

• Complex Capital
Structures

• Preferred Stock

• Physician Practice
Valuations

Litigation
• Marital Dissolution
Services
• Post-Acquisition Disputes

• Shareholder Oppression
and Dissenting
Shareholder Disputes

Intangible Assets
• Patents
• Trade Names

See how we’re always working to simplify the complex
challenges you face. Contact the Anders team to learn more.

Health Care
• Physician Compensation
Studies

MOVE TOWARD YOUR
BIGGEST GOALS TODAY.

• Trademarks

Thomas E. Hilton, MSF, CPA/ABV/CFF, CVA, CGMA
(314) 655-5515 | thilton@anderscpa.com
Kevin P. Summers, JD, CPA/ABV/CFF, ASA, CVA, CDFA, CEPA
(314) 655-5547 | ksummers@anderscpa.com

To ensure we are continually building a culture

OUR CORE
VALUES.

where happy people deliver outstanding results for
our clients and community, we base our actions on
these values.

CHARACTER.

Doing the right thing.
Always.

TRANSPARENCY.

Promoting an environment of
trust and respect.

COLLABORATION.

Aligning passions and expertise
to focus on what matters most.

ORIGINALITY.

Leading with confidence to
challenge the expected.

EMPOWERMENT.

Inspiring people to be the
best they can be.

WELCOMING.

Living a true spirit of family
and fun.

GENEROSITY.

www.anderscpa.com | (314) 655-5500

Giving back because we care.

